
 
 

COGGIN U DESCRIPTION 
The mission of Coggin Ave. Baptist Church is to make disciples by leading people to connect with God, 
with others, through service, to the world. Coggin U is a one year program focused on biblical literacy, 
theological understanding, and the ways in which these function to form us into the image of Christ. 
Coggin U our mission by equipping men and women to live as ambassadors in the church, workplace, 
neighborhood, and the world. The three main components that make up the program are Christian 
Story, Christian Belief, and Christian Formation. The intent of the program is to gather participants from 
different areas of ministry and then release them to make disciples where the Lord has placed them.  

CHRISTIAN STORY

One of the foundational beliefs of the Christian faith that leverages both our wonder and praise 
is that God has made himself known through the person of His Son, Jesus the Messiah, as 
revealed by the Scriptures. We will spend time throughout the year in both class lecture and 
discussion talking about the major movements and themes in Scripture. We’ll also look at how 
the story of the Bible informs our stories and how it calls us to life in the Spirit in our current 
cultural moment.  

CHRISTIAN BELIEF

As we move through the story of Scripture, we will pause to highlight foundational beliefs and 
where they arise from the Bible itself. All Christian theology is rooted in what God has revealed 
in His word, therefore, Christian belief is vital to any who would desire to walk with the Spirit. 
Our aim here is not to store up knowledge only, but to expand the view of the object of our 
faith, thus increasing our love for Him.  

CHRISTIAN FORMATION

We will also spend a significant amount of time discussing and practicing how Christian Story and 
Christian Belief form us into the kind of people who live in the world according to the way of 
Jesus the Messiah. The intent is not simply information, but transformation. This will be achieved 
in community and through various practices that have accompanied Christian faith for centuries.  

GOALS 
The ultimate goal of the Coggin U is to make disciples who make disciples. Since discipleship never 
terminates on itself, but naturally multiplies, our prayer is that participants will be given the tools they 
need—in Christian Story, Christian Belief, and Christian Formation—to help others in their pursuit of 
Jesus. The aim for each participant is that they will: 
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1. Gain an understanding and have the ability to articulate the biblical story and primary 
Christian doctrines. 

2. See that the proper end of all theology is the worship of the Father, Son, and Spirit.  
3. Understand how the biblical story and Christian theology function to shape our lives. 
4. Understand that theology is practical. 
5. Equip participants to not simply be consumers of theology, but active reproducers of 

theology.  
6. Commission participants to serve the church and world in light of their gifting.  

SCHEDULE 
COGGIN U  

 Sunday, 4:30-6:30pm 

Cost  
 The cost for Coggin U is $80, which covers supplies, the required books, journal, and funding for 
 guest speakers. Please do not let the cost be the deciding factor. If you are in need of   
 financial assistance, please contact Daniel Attaway (daniela@cogginchurch.org) and we will work  
 with you to ensure that Coggin U is not a financial burden.  

REQUIREMENTS 
GIVE GRACE 

Through the course of lecture, discussion, reading, and other interactions, disagreement is nearly 
unavoidable. The teachings of Jesus challenge every aspect of our lives—including family 
structure, politics, and authority. Disagreement is not only permitted, but is in fact healthy. 
However, we should never let our disagreement descend into vitriol. Jesus calls us to 
discipleship in community, which presents challenges, but is an opportunity to express Christian 
love. Therefore, let us have the attitude of Christ and not look out for ourselves only, but also the 
interests of others. 

BE PRESENT 

The consistency of the group is a necessity for healthy fellowship and discussion. Each person is 
uniquely gifted by the Spirit and builds up the community in unique ways. Therefore, when one 
person is absent the rest of the group misses an opportunity to glean from their insight. Please 
try to limit your absences to no more than 3 a semester. In addition, our aim is to tend to the 
Lord in the age of distraction. Please commit to silence and put away your cell phone in order 
that we might truly be present.  

ENGAGEMENT

Discipleship in the Gospels looks less like a classroom and more like a family encouraging and 
teaching one another. This type of participation is one of the primary goals of the Coggin U. 
Participants are also encouraged to engage in thoughtful reflection on the lectures, discussions, 
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and assignments. Discipleship in community requires vulnerability and courage, knowing that in 
our participation with one another we help form each other in the image of Jesus.  

MULTIPLY

Coggin U exists in order to produce disciples who produce disciples. The expectation is that 
those participating should be able to answer the question, “What are you learning and who are 
you teaching it to?” 

READING

As a group we will read through the Scriptures, a selected readings manual, and selected books 
throughout the year. In addition, we will interact with each other over these readings. Some of 
that interaction will be scheduled as a group event, while others interactions will take place in 
smaller, informal discussions.  

ASSIGNMENTS

Scripture memory: Each participant will memorize 1 chapter of the Bible during each semester. 
You may choose a chapter not listed, but it must be approved. 

Fall Semester (Choose 1): Psalm 1, Psalm 2, Psalm 8, Psalm 22, Psalm 32, Psalm 97, 
Psalm 110, Isaiah 9, Isaiah 11, Isaiah 25, Isaiah 32, Isaiah 52, Isaiah 53, Isaiah 55, Isaiah 
66. 

Spring Semester (Choose 1): Matthew 5, Matthew 6, Matthew 7, John 1, John 14, John 
15, John 16, Acts 2, Romans 5, Romans 6, Romans 8, 1 Corinthians 15, Ephesians 1, 
Ephesians 2, Colossians 1, 1 Peter 1, Revelation 21, Revelation 22.  

Communal Worship 
For hundreds of years, one of the ways Christians have sought to relive the story of Scripture is 
through observing the Christian Liturgical Year. As a group, we will practice the seasons of: 
Advent, Christmas, Ash Wednesday, Lent, Holy Week, Good Friday, Resurrection Sunday, and 
Easter. These days are meant to narrow our focus on specific events in the life of Christ, while 
reminding us that when we follow Jesus by faith, His story is our story. We will celebrate these 
movements in different ways—some we will do as a group, some privately, and some you will be 
challenged to lead in your family.  

Written Assignments  
Each participant will be given a journal to store all writing assignments. Assignments will include, 
but is not limited to: doctrinal statements, close readings of scripture, and prayers. Some written 
assignments will be turned in. Writing assignments should be completed before the next class 
session.  

 Doctrinal Statements can be made in the traditional “I believe…”, or can be framed in a prayer, 
song, or other approved mediums. These statements are not meant to be exhaustive, but simply 
meant to display that you understand the main idea of our core beliefs, i.e. The Trinity, Creation, 
Revelation, Imago Dei, Sin and the Human Condition, the person of Christ, the work of Christ, the 
Resurrection, the Holy Spirit, the Church, and New Creation. See the Appendix for an example of 
a Doctrinal statement. 
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Close Readings of Scripture will be an analysis of an assigned text or texts that will examine the 
literary design, as well as identify key themes. A template can be found in the Appendix.  

Written Prayers. Participants will be asked to record prayers as a reflection on certain doctrines or 
passages of scripture. The goal here is to think deeply about our prayers—to slow down and 
choose our words carefully because our thoughts about God, even our secret thoughts, matter. 
We will experiment with different kinds of prayers, such as Trinitarian prayers, prayers of 
thanksgiving, prayers of praise, prayers of lament, etc.  

Readings 

Participants will read selected books over the course of the year in addition to various articles and 
the regular Scripture reading. These readings are pertinent to group discussion as these will form 
the basis of much of our time together. The books are meant to probe the theology we are 
learning and what it means to be a disciple of Jesus in our day. The readings should be 
completed by the date listed in the course schedule.  

Bartholomew, Craig and Michael Goheen, The Drama of Scripture (Primary text) 

Reeves, Michael. Delighting in the Trinity: An Introduction to the Christian Faith. 

Vanderstelt, Jeff and Ben Connelly, Gospel Fluency Handbook  
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SCHEDULE 
FALL SEMESTER

Date: August 18, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Discipleship (Story, Belief, and Formation) 
Reading: Start Delighting in the Trinity (Due Sept 8th)  
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry that thinks through the following: What stories do I live by? What 
image of the good life competes for my allegiance? What deep desire are you seeking to address in 
living by that story? How does the Gospel tell a better story and provide a better vision of the good life? 
(Due 8/25) 

Date: August 25, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: The Trinity in Christian Life and Practice  
Bible Reading: Ephesians 1; 1 Peter 1 
Reading: Continue Delighting in the Trinity 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry that answers the questions: 1) What is the doctrine of the Trinity? 2) 
What role does the doctrine of the Trinity play in our understanding of God’s work in the world? 3) How 
do you experience the Trinity in life, not as a logical puzzle, but as an ever present comfort? (Due 9/23) 

Date: September 1, 2019 (Ordinary Time)  
- - OFF- - Labor Day  
Assignment: Finish journal entries and Delighting in the Trinity 

Date: September 8, 2019 
Topic: The Story of the Bible  
Reading: The Drama of Scripture, pg 13-25; Herman Bavinck, “The Knowledge of God,” from Our 
Reasonable Faith (Due 9/15)  
- - 
Assignment: None  

Date: September 15, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: The Doctrine of Revelation 
Guest Speaker: Jared Perry  
Bible Reading: Luke 15  
Further Reading: Louis Berkhof, “Revelation” and “Scripture” in A Summary of Christian Doctrine; 
Optional: Herman Bavinck, “The Knowledge of God,” from Our Reasonable Faith (Due 9/15); 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry regarding what you believe about the Doctrine of Revelation. (Due 
9/22) 

Date: September 22, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Intro to the Torah (Creation and Providence)  
Bible Reading: Genesis 1-2 
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Further Reading: The Drama of Scripture, pg. 25-32 (stop at Humankind as God’s Image);  G.I. 
Williamson, “Creation” and “Providence” in The Westminster Confession of Faith (Due 9/22) 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry about what you believe about Creation and Providence. What primary 
point is the author of Genesis trying to make in the creation narratives? Explain your reasoning. (Due 
9/29) 

Date: September 29, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Imago Dei and the Human Vocation  
Bible Reading: Genesis 1-2  
Further Reading: The Drama of Scripture, pg. 32-37; Herman Bavinck “Man’s Highest Good,” from Our 
Reasonable Faith (Due 9/29) 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry about what you believe about the Imago Dei. What current issues are 
we dealing with in our culture that exhibits a foundational misunderstanding regarding what it means to 
be human? (Due 10/13)  

Date: October 6, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
- - OFF- - 
Assignment: Catch up on previous weeks, if necessary. 

Date: October 13, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Human Rebellion (Original Sin and Total Depravity) 
Bible Reading: Genesis 3-11 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, pg. 39-52 (stop at the Abrahamic Covenant); G.I. Williamson, “Of 
the Fall of Man, of Sin, and of the Punishment Thereof” in The Westminster Confession of Faith (Due 
10/13) 
- - 
Assignment: Pick one narrative from Genesis 4-11 and write a brief analysis. How does the story feed the 
overall theme of Genesis 3-11? How does this look back or forward in the Old Testament? See the 
Appendix for a guide. (Due 10/20) 

Date: October 20, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Abrahamic Covenant 
Bible Reading: Genesis 12-22 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, pg. 52-58 (Due 10/20) 
- - 
Assignment: Write a brief summary concerning the purpose of covenant. What are the missiological 
implications of the Abrahamic Covenant? (Due 10/27) Check out The Bible Project’s video on Covenants 
via YouTube.  

Date: October 27, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: The Exodus and the Attributes of God   
Bible Reading: Exodus 1-18 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, pg. 58-64 
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Assignment: Close Reading: Compare and contrast the two depictions of Israel’s crossing of the Red Sea. 
One is narrative ( Exodus 14:1-31) and one is poetry (Exodus 15:1-18). How are they similar/different? 
How does your response differ to the one account expressed through different mediums? ( Due 11/3) 

Date: November 3, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: The Sinai Covenant and the Purpose of the Law  
Bible Reading: Exodus 19-24, 31-34 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture pg. 64-90 (Stop at Samuel) (Due 11/3) 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry discussing the purpose and intent of the law. What was the law meant 
to accomplish in the inner life of Israel? What was it meant to accomplish in relationship to the nations? 
What is the believers relationship to the law? (Due 11/17) 

Date: November 10, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
- -OFF- - Veteran’s Day 

Date: November 17, 2019 (Ordinary Time)  
Topic: The Davidic Covenant and the Kingdom of God 
Bible Reading: Judges 1-5; 1 Samuel 1-2, 8, 12-17, 2 Samuel 5-12 
Reading: The Drama of Scripture, pg. 90-98 (Due 11/17) 
- - 
Assignment: TBD 

Date: November 24, 2019 (Ordinary Time) 
Topic: Wisdom Literature: What is it and how do I read it?   
Bible Reading: Psalm 1 & 2, Proverbs 8 
Reading: Derek Kidner, A Meeting of Minds,” in The Wisdom of Proverbs, Job, and Ecclesiastes;  
Eugene Peterson, “Intro” in Answering God (Due 11/24) 
- - 
Assignment: Your table should choose 1 of the following Psalms, meditate on it for 5-10 minutes a day, 
making notes about the images used and how your understanding develops each day. Psalm 1, Psalm 
24, Psalm 28, Psalm 46, Psalm 57, Psalm 73, Psalm 93, Psalm 121 (Due 12/1) 

Date: December 1, 2019 (First Sunday of Advent ) 
Topic: The Wisdom of God and Human Flourishing  
Bible Reading: Proverbs 8, Ecclesiastes 1, Job 1-2 
Reading: None 
- -  
Assignment: Begin Seasons Guide   

Date: December 8, 2019 (Second Sunday of Advent) 
Topic: The Prophets (Idolatry, Injustice, and Hope)  
Bible Reading: Portions of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel  
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, pg. 98-117 (Due 12/8) 
- - 
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Assignment: In your own words, explain the intersection between idolatry and injustice. How does this 
flesh out in our world and how does it manifest in your life? In addition: write at least 3 prayers of lament 
regarding sin, idolatry, and injustice. Think through in your prayers how the Christian ought to lament 
over the way the world is, yet infuses hope into the darkness. (Due 12/15) 

Date: December 15, 2018 (Third Sunday of Advent) 
Topic: Hope for Dwelling, Dominion & Dynasty in the Midst of Exile 
Reading: Book of Daniel  
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry around one or more topics. Feel free to write an article, prayer, or 
other form that best suits you. 1) What shape does our current exile take? 2) Where might our exile lead 
us? 3) Express your fears and anxieties about our world.  Seek the Spirit and ask what the root of those 
fears might be. How do we live the life of faith in the midst of uncertainty?  
 

Scripture Memory: OT Passage Due (See Page 3). You may recite to your group, an individual in your 
group, or to Daniel.  

- - -  
Christmas Break 
Reading: Drama of Scripture , pg. 119-134 
Optional Reading: On the Incarnation by St. Athanasius (purchase on your own)  
Assignment: 1) Continue Advent Guide 2) In your journal, briefly unpack your understanding of the core 
themes of Dwelling, Dominion, and Dynasty thus far in the biblical story. 

SPRING SEMESTER 

Date: January 12, 2020 (Baptism of the Lord) 
Topic: Christology part 1 
Bible Reading: John 1  
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 129-134; Berkhof, “The Doctrine of the Person and Work of Christ. 
(Due 1/12) 
- - 
Assignment: 

Date: January 19, 2020 (2nd Sunday after the Epiphany) 
Topic: Christology part 2 
Bible Reading: John 17 
Reading: Wellum, selection on Christological Heresies in God the Son Incarnate (Due 1/19) 
- - 
Assignment: Write a journal entry stating what you believe about the person of Christ. Be sure to include 
a discussion on his full humanity and deity (2 natures, one person). (Due 1/26) 

Date: January 26, 2020 (3rd Sunday after the Epiphany)  
Topic: The Gospels, The Kingdom of Heaven 
Bible Reading: The Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7) 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture134-154. Optional: Jonathan Pennington, “Introduction” in The 
Sermon on the Mount and Human Flourishing. 
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- - 
Assignment: Introduction and Week 1 of Gospel Fluency Handbook. This will form the base for our table 
discussion for the next 8 weeks.  (Due 2/3) 

Date: February 2, 2020 (4th Sunday after the Epiphany) 
Guest Speaker: Dr. Gary Gramling  
Topic: The Gospel of John  
Reading: The Gospel of John  
- - 
Assignment: 
 
Date: February 9, 2020 (5th Sunday after the Epiphany) 
Topic: How God Became King—The Meaning of the Cross (1/2) 
Bible Reading: Isaiah 53, Mark 15, Luke 23, John 19 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 154-165. 
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 2 (Due 2/16) 

Date: February 16, 2020 (6th Sunday after the Epiphany) 
Topic: How God Became King—The Meaning of the Cross (2/2) 
Further Reading: “The Way of the Cross” in Dismissing Jesus, by Douglas Jones. (Due 2/16)  
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 3 (Due 2/23) 

Date: February 23, 2020 (Transfiguration Sunday) 
Topic: The Resurrection and Ascension of the King 
Reading: Mark 16, Luke 24, John 20-21, Acts 1-2 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 165-170.  
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 4 (Due 3/22) 

** February 26, 2020 (Ash Wednesday)  
Special gathering at 7:00am  

Date: March 1, 2020 (First Sunday of Lent)  
Topic: The Continuing Acts of Jesus & the Spirit (Missiology) 
Guest Teacher: Michael Criner   
Reading: Matthew 28 & Acts 1 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 171-182. (Due 3/1) 
- - 
Assignment: Watch The Bible Project “Book of Acts” series on Youtube. Link will be sent via email.  

Date: March 8, 2020(Second Sunday of Lent) 
- -OFF- - Spring Break  
Assignment: Continue Lent Guide 
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March 15, 2020  (Third Sunday of Lent) 
- -OFF- - Spring Break  
Assignment: Continue Lent Guide  

March 22, 2020 (Fourth Sunday of Lent)  
Topic: Paul and the Book of Romans (Soteriology)  
Bible Reading: The Book of Romans  
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 182-196; “Living the Gap” in Union with Christ by Rankin Wilbourn. 
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 5 (Due 3/29) 

Date: March 29, 2019 (Fourth Sunday of Lent)  
Topic: The Holy Spirit and a New Way to be Human (Pneumatology)  
Guest Teacher: Billy Cash 
Reading: Acts 2 & Romans 8 
Further Reading: Bruce Ware, “Beholding the Wonder of the Holy Spirit,” in Father, Son, and Spirit.  
- - 
Assignment: Doctrinal statement journal entry  summarizing the person and work of the Holy Spirit. 
Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 5 (Due 4/5) 

Date: April 5, 2020 (Palm Sunday)  
Topic: The Kingdom Community and the Formative Effects of Gathered Worship 
Reading: Choose either Paul’s letter to the Ephesians or Colossians  
Further Reading: “Christian Spiritual Transformation” in The Complete Book of Discipleship by Bill Hull 
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 6 (Due 4/12) 

Date April 12, 2020 
- -OFF- - Easter Sunday  

Date: April 19, 2019 (Third Sunday of Easter)  
Topic: The Sacraments: Initiation and The Meal of the Kingdom  
Reading: 1 Corinthians 6 
Further Reading: “Sacraments” in Systematic Theology by John Frame, p. 1060-1066 
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 7 (Due 4/26) 

Date: April 26, 2020 (Third Sunday of Easter) 
Topic: The Kingdom Community in the Public Square 
Guest Teacher: Zac Harrel 
Bible Reading: 1 Peter 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 196-206; Gerson & Wehner, City of Man. 
- - 
Assignment: Gospel Fluency Handbook, Week 8 (Due 5/3) 
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Date: May 3, 2019 (Fourth Sunday of Easter) 
Topic: The Coming of the King and Living the Way of the Lamb (The Book of Revelation)  
Reading: Revelation 21-22 
Further Reading: Drama of Scripture, 207-213. Mark Sayers, “On Earth as it is in Heaven,” and 
“Conclusion” in Strange Days  

Date: May 10, 2020 
- -OFF- - Mother’s Day  

Date: May 17, 2019 (Sixth Sunday of Easter) 
Meal and Commissioning  
On this night we will gather together, share a meal, and discuss what the Lord has done in our lives over 
the course of the year. The purpose of Coggin U is to train and equip the saints in Christian Story, 
Christian Belief, and Christian formation so that men and women might be sent out to make disciples 
where the Lord has placed them.  

Appendix 

SAMPLE DOCTRINAL STATEMENT 

On Human Rebellion, Original Sin, and Total Depravity 
I believe that God created mankind good, with free will, and the ability to remain in righteousness by 
trusting God’s parameters for their flourishing. However, man did not remain. When the serpent tempted 
Eve, and Adam who was with her, they willfully chose not to trust God, but to define good and evil for 
themselves. As the representative head of all humanity, their act of rebellion brought about the fracturing 
of the creative order (Genesis 3:14-19) and plunged all of humanity into a state of brokenness (Romans 
5:12-14). I believe the scriptures declare that upon birth we inherit this brokenness and are in conflict 
with our Creator, with others, within ourselves, and with all creation (Original Sin). Simply put, we are 
dead in sin, meaning we are born in opposition to God with a predisposition to commit particular sins 
(Ephesians 2:1-3). We are wholly inclined to do evil and unable to remedy our spiritual deadness (Total 
Depravity). In His mercy, God did not immediately condemn mankind, but has ordered a stay of 
execution in which He has postponed his righteous judgment until the day when all men must give an 
account. Until then, God bids man to seek refuge in Him. In Christ, those who were far off, dead in sin, 
and enslaved to sin have been brought near, made alive, and made slaves to righteousness (Romans 
6:20-22). However, though we are justified and made a new creation, there remains disordered desire 
(known as indwelling sin) that pulls our affections away from Christ, leading us to once again define good 
and evil on our terms. Therefore, those who are in Christ and have been sealed by the Holy Spirit, ought 
to make it their daily duty and delight to put to death the works of flesh and put on the new man until 
the day of Christ Jesus (Romans 8:13; Galatians 5:19-20).  
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CLOSE READING OF SCRIPTURE GUIDE

1) Choose one narrative story from Genesis 3-11. The purpose of this assignment is to practice 
analyzing and interpreting a specific kind of literature in the Biblical text. Genesis 3-11 could be 
categorized as “Jewish Contemplative Literature.” 

2) Begin your assignment by reading through the narrative slowly at least two times.  

3) Mark interesting words or phrases (blueletterbible.org is a great, free resource that can give you the 
definition of Hebrew words, but at this point do not consult commentaries). Take special note of 
repetition (of words or concepts). What images, symbolism, or metaphors do you see?  

4) Sometimes, just as important as what details are in the text is which are not in the text. Does there 
appear to be ambiguity or lack of details? Why might this be? (For example: if you choose Cain and 
Abel, there are later New Testament passages that might fill in some ambiguity, but don’t go there 
yet. If the author has left out details, then assume it’s intentional.  

5) Look at the surrounding context. What story comes directly before and directly after? Are there 
similar ideas expressed, words used, or themes developed? 

6) Look at the context of the whole book. How do these stories set the stage or advance the author’s 
purpose? Again, blueletterbible.org can help with cross references and at this point you can consult 
further commentary.  

7) Sum up your findings: Why is this story here? What role does it play in the overall intent of the book? 
What theology is being communicated about God and man?  
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